FUNCTIONAL CHECKLISTS

OPPOSITES

UP
BIG
SHORT
SOFT
BLACK
ALL
FAST
OPEN
ON
IN
HAPPY

ASSOCIATIONS

TABLE &
LOCK &
SPOON &
MOP &
PEN &
SHOES &

CATEGORIES

NAME 3
COLORS

VEGETABLES

TOYS

FARM ANIMALS

FRUITS

DEFINITIONS

HOUSE

WINDOW

TABLE

EMPTY

GLASS

QUIET

RECALL DIGITS

6-4
5-8
3-1-6
7-4-9
8-2-6
6-9-5-7
5-6-2-9
1-8-3-6
5-2-9-4-7
4-2-6-1-8
6-9-3-1-4
8-5-3-9-1-4
3-6-9-7-5-8
4-7-2-9-6-3
SENTENCE RECALL

SAY WHAT I SAY:

The box is empty.
The baby has a happy face.
Give the book to Mary.
Look at the picture and point to the house.
At summer camp, the children go swimming.
After school, we will go home to eat lunch.
The big, brown dog ran into the house after the girls.

RELATED WORD RECALL

SAY WHAT I SAY:

COAT, HAT
POP, MILK, JUICE
BALL, CAR, BEAR
DOG, HORSE, MOUSE, CHICKEN
ORANGE, APPLE, BANANA, GRAPES
BED, CHAIR, TABLE, LAMP, DESK
CAR, BUS, PLANE, BIKE, TRUCK

UNRELATED WORD RECALL

CAT, SHOE
KITE, NAIL, PIN
MAP, CARD, LEG
BEE, MAN, ARM
KNIFE, BOAT, PEN, SACK
BELL, CLOCK, BUG, CUP
DESK, SKY, JAR, MAN, DOG
PEN, BEE, POP, BUS, STORE

COMPARE SAME & DIFFERENT

CAR – BUS
SAME:
DIFFERENT:

CLOCK – WATCH
SAME:
DIFFERENT

SINK – BATHTUB
SAME:
DIFFERENT:
PUPPY - KITTEN
SAME:
DIFFERENT:

EYES – EARS
SAME:
DIFFERENT:
RING – NECKLACE
SAME:
DIFFERENT:
ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS

1. What is the shape of a starfish?
2. What makes clouds move?
3. What do you put your head on when you sleep?
4. What do you ride that has 2 wheels?
5. What do you dig a hole with?
6. Where do you hang your clothes?
7. Where does a dog bury bones?
8. Where do you find a train?
9. Where do you sleep?
10. Where do you bake a pie?
11. When does the sun rise?
12. When do you use an umbrella?
13. When do you sleep in a tent?
14. When do you rake leaves?
15. When do you wear shorts?
16. Who flies an airplane?
17. Who lives next door to you?
18. Who cleans our schools?
19. How do you make cookies?
20. How does a ball roll?
21. How are a book, newspaper and letter all the same?
22. Why do you wear a watch?
23. Why do butterflies have wings?
24. Why do we need doctors?
25. What part of your body pumps blood?

REASONING WHY DO THESE BELONG TOGETHER

| SOCK/FOOT | CAR/GARAGE |
| WATCH/CLOCK | PILLOW/BLANKET |
| COMB/BRUSH | CIRCLE/SQUARE |
| BUTTERFLY/CATEPILLAR | TEACHER/SCHOOL |
| HAMMER/NAIL | BOTTLE/RATTLE |
| STAR/MOON | GLASS/WINDOW |
FUNCTIONAL CHECKLISTS
PART 2

ASSOCIATIONS— which one does not belong and why
Yellow        brown    seven    blue
Rectangle     wheel     circle    square
Doorbell      siren     whistle   light
Knee          shoulder  bracelet  ankle
Stormy        sunny     windy     empty
Sun           cloud     star      tree
Piano         guitar    bingo     trumpet
Fork          spoon     knife     glass
New Year's Day Thanksgiving Tuesday Christmas
October       winter    summer    spring

OPPOSITES —
ALIVE —
DARK—
FOUND—
LOW—
FIRST—
UNDER—
PUSH—
DISTANT—
BACKWARD—
ENTER—

SYNONYMS
AFRAID—
SPEAK—
DISCOVER—
NEAR—
LAUGH—
SHOUT—
BEGIN—
PRESENT—
SMALL—
MAD—

HOMONYMS
SAW—
BLOCK—
ROCK—
TIP
SHOW—
CHANGE—
PARK—
BARK—
FALL—
YARD—

SEMANTIC ABSURDITIES
MOTHER FED A SONG TO HER BABY.
MARY WHISPERED SO WE COULD HEAR HER BETTER.
HE SLICED A GLASS OF MILK FOR ME.
JOE WAS TIRED FROM SLEEPING ALL NIGHT.
WE SPELL WITH NUMBERS.
BILL CARRIED A FORK SO HE WOULDN'T GET WET.